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From leading ornithologist David Sibley, this flashcard deck is designed for the beginner and

backyard bird watcher.Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Ã‚Â The Sibley Field Guide to BirdsÃ‚Â is now

transformed into 100 easy-to-reference cards housed in one handsome pull-drawer gift box. Divided

into one stack of 50 common Western and Eastern North American birds, and one stack of 50

common birds found across North America, each card features precise illustrations and text

concerning habitat, behavior, and voice description necessary for easy identification. Edited with the

backyard birder in mind, each bird card is accompanied with a regional map as an additional guide

to migratory patterns.
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DAVID SIBLEY is a leading ornithologist and author of the essential Sibley Birding Field Guides. He

began his career illustrating personal field guides before publishing his successful series. The

author lives in Concord, Massachusetts, with his wife and two children.

Beautiful set! I struggled to see the item before purchase but wanted to post pics that are on

Sibley's site. His work is just magnificent. See photos attached of cards up close.

I purchased this set for my 6 year old who has recently become an avid bird watcher. Instead of

leaving them as individual cards, I punched holes in them and use binder clips so now she can flip



through the cards without losing any of them. The pictures of the birds on the front of the cards are

beautiful with details to look for to identify the birds. The back of the cards have the name of the

birds, where they are frequently found, and random information about the bird. For anyone who is a

bird watcher, these are a wonderful gift or, like our case, a great addition for nature studying during

homeschooling.

Wonderful flashcards with beautiful illustrations and great identification information; included in a

nice storage box. Only drawback is the limited number of species. Obviously, with the thousands of

species living and/or migrating to or from North American, it is virtually impossible to have a set with

every bird species. However, it would be nice to have more waterfowl included as we live along the

Pacific Flyway and see many different ducks and geese. Maybe another set of cards featuring North

American waterfowl?

I asked for these as a gift for my daughter for her birthday. She has used them often and enjoys

reading them to her younger brothers. The pictures are beautiful and clear and the cards are

extremely durable. The box they come in is great to protect the cards and keep them in one place:)

and also very attractive. We have been able to do some great side by side comparisons of various

birds that we are learning about which is the main reason I got them--flipping back and forth through

a book is not as easy to compare. These are excellent bird cards and I highly highly recommend!

My dad recently purchased a ton of bird feeders as he noticed the many different types of birds in

his backyard and was curious to see what it would bring. Well, it brought a lot and we didn't know

what half of them were and wanted to buy the right kind of food for them. These flashcards certainly

helped and had every kind of bird we've seen so far and with accurate information too. We kind of

made a game out of it. Every time we see a new bird, we search really fast for the flashcard that

matches it. lol! My niece has enjoyed them as well and she's really learning things at a young age.

So, everything is easy to comprehend too. We're certainly getting use out of them, to say the least.

Great flashcards. Very informative cards and the illustrations look really good to. They are color

coded so you can easily seperate the cards that aren't found in your part of the country. Probably

would have cost $30-$40 in the store. I would recomend this product to anyone interested in

learning more about birds.



My son loves birds, and he's proud of knowing the official breed names for some of the species that

pop up in our yard. These cards are great. The descriptions are kind of sparse if you're a birder, but

it's perfect for the flash card genre.

These were a hit in my classroom. Students loved looking through the cards and quizzing

themselves. These cards can often feel more accessible than a field guide when learning to identify

birds.
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